A GUIDE TO
2 SERVICES

KEY DATES TO REMEMBER

29/07

POST-SERVICE CAFÉ TEST RUN
FREEDOM HUB

12/08

LAST 10AM SERVICE
FREE LUNCH

19/08

NEW SERVICES LAUNCH
9AM/11AM

On the 19th of August 2018, Grace City is going to transition from being a
church with one gathering at 10am, to a church with two gatherings at 9am
and at 11am.

10AM
9AM

11AM

WHY TWO SERVICES?

Grace City started with a vision to see thousands of disciples throughout Sydney
and beyond, radically committed to the cause of Christ. It was a vision to give
ourselves whole-heartedly to the Great Commission: to call on people to repent
from sin, trust in Jesus and to have their lives and eternal destinies transformed
forever. It was a vision of dying to self and living for Christ: to realign our
priorities, life goals and passions for the glory of God and his purposes in the
world.
Our vision remains just as strong today as when we started but to keep pursuing
it we need to make a change. We have always drawn a distinction between a
barn-sized vision (which looks at the size of our auditorium) and a harvest-sized
vision (which looks at the lost people in our city). Our barn is almost full but the
fields are still ripe for harvest. We believe that transitioning to a church with two
morning gatherings is the best ‘next step’ to ensure that we can keep pursuing
the vision.

WHAT WILL THEY LOOK LIKE?

Over the last three years we have worked hard to build a Sunday experience that
is outward looking, biblically rich, emotionally engaging, relationally warm and
family friendly. In God’s kindness, he has used what we are doing to call people
to himself and grow us in our faith. Therefore, our intention is to keep doing
what we are doing (with a slight change to our post-service café time) but start
doing it twice. This means that both the 9am and 11am service will have the
same preacher, same MC, and same band each week. Furthermore, both
services will continue to have kids’ ministries and community time before and
after the service. The same staff team will also oversee both services.

DO I HAVE TO BELONG TO ONE SERVICE?
While we want both services to be identical, our prayer is that each of our
members will decide to make one of the services their spiritual home. This is
why we prefer to speak of being one church with two ‘gatherings’ rather than
two ‘services’. Church membership is not about being consumers who pick and
choose the religious goods and services that suit our needs on a particular
weekend. It is about belonging to a community of people and committing to
love and serve each other even when things are hard. Therefore, we believe that
the more regularly we can attend the same gathering, the better it will be for the
spiritual health of everyone.

WHAT ABOUT
COMMUNITY GROUPS AND MINISTRY TEAMS?

From the beginning of next year, our community groups will become gathering
specific. That is, we will have one set of Community Groups for our 9am
members and a different set for our 11am members. This may not be possible in
every situation (like our womens’ group), but it is certainly the goal. We believe
that the more regularly we can see the same people, the easier it will be to build
genuine gospel community through practising sacrificial love and service of one
another.
The same principle will apply to our ministry teams. While our bands will play
across both services, we want most of our Sunday ministry teams to be
gathering specific. In the case of our membership teams, this will enable them
to focus on welcoming people into, and building community within, the
particular gathering that they belong to. We believe this is both easier and more
effective than having the same teams trying to operate across both services. An
exception to this will be our kids’ leaders. Where possible, we will encourage
leaders to serve at one gathering, but belong to the other one so that they do
not have to miss church in order to serve.

WHO DECIDES WHICH GATHERING I SHOULD JOIN?
The short answer is that you will decide where to go but we would love you to be
open to a discussion about it. We’ve identified a few key steps to help us along
the journey:

1

CONVERSATIONS WITH MINISTRY LEADERS

Staff will speak with a few key leaders in each of our existing ministry teams and
invite them to consider forming the nucleus of two ‘core teams’, one for each
gathering. Starting this way will just help us ensure that we actually have
sufficient leaders to run our teams at each service. We hope to have these
conversations completed by Sunday 10th June.

2

CONVERSATIONS WITH ALL MEMBERS

Our goal is for every person in the Grace City family to have a conversation with
a member of staff in which they consider (1) ‘Where can I bring my non-Christian
friends?’ and (2) ‘Where can I serve?’ before they ask (3) ‘Which is most convenient
for me?’ The goal of these conversations is not to arrive at a firm decision but to
help all of us respond thoughtfully as outward looking, servant-hearted people.
We hope to conduct most of these conversations between the 10th and 24th of
June by having a staff member visit each Community Group.

3

CONDUCT AN ONLINE SURVEY

To get a solid record of which gathering everyone intends to belong to, we will
conduct a simple online survey. The survey will require you to identify yourself
and indicate a preference for one of the two gatherings. It will also give you the
option to express a willingness to attend the alternative gathering if it helps even
out the numbers or demographics of each service. We hope to conduct this
survey between Sunday 24th of June and Sunday 1st of July.

4

INVITE PEOPLE TO CONSIDER CHANGING IF NECESSARY

If the results of the online survey indicate a 50-50 split between 9am and 11am
(or close to it) this step won’t be necessary. On the other hand, if the split is
closer to 90-10, we will need to invite a few people to reconsider which gathering
they join. These conversations would begin with those who indicated a
willingness to do so on their online survey but may go beyond this depending on
the results. We hope to conduct these conversations between 23rd July and 5th
August.

HOW WILL OUR POST-SERVICE CAFÉ TIME CHANGE?
Few times are more important for building community and welcoming guests
than the 60 minutes immediately after our Sunday service. In order to ensure that
there is sufficient time for members of both services to do this without feeling
squashed or rushed out, both services will move their post-service time into the
Freedom Hub. This will also enable us to keep using the Grace City café for the
pre-service experience of both services, as well as allowing us to run Onboard and
Explore at the same times as we presently do.
The Freedom Hub is a cafe on Young St, which shares a common wall with our
auditorium and can be accessed directly through the alley behind church. By
beginning to buy our post-service coffees from the Hub, we will be supporting its
aim of helping to end domestic slavery here in Australia. Free food will continue to
be available.

HOW WILL WE CLOSE DOWN THE 10AM SERVICE?

On Sunday 29th July, a few weeks before we transition Grace City into two
gatherings, we are going to do a test run of the post-service café experience at the
Freedom Hub. This will give all of us an opportunity to experience what the
Freedom Hub is like, as well as allowing our ministry teams to get a feel for how to
manage it most effectively. On Sunday 12th August we will hold our final service as
a church of one gathering, pray for the members of each gathering and celebrate
after the service with a free lunch. So make sure you stick around and savour the
last time we’re all together for a while. On Sunday 19th August we will run two
identical services at 9am and 11am for the first time. Under God, we pray that this
will enable us to keep pursuing the vision of seeing thousands of disciples
throughout Sydney and beyond, radically committed to the cause of Christ.

WILL WE EVER SEE ONE ANOTHER AGAIN?
Absolutely. In the short term, there may be special circumstances where we only
run one service (e.g. most likely this Christmas Eve). In the medium term, there
may also be times where we decide to run one service in an off site location in
order to fit everyone in (e.g. birthdays or other kinds of celebrations). We also
intend to continue running our weekend away as a whole church event for the
foreseeable future. In other words, while the dynamics of the relationships will
definitely change, this is not goodbye forever.

WHAT SHOULD I DO TO PREPARE?
Let me encourage you to give yourself to the following four things as we move
towards this important transition:

1

START PRAYING

Apart from actually starting Grace City in the
first place, this transition is going to be the
most significant step that we as a church
have ever taken. Please pray for me and the
team as we seek to lead this change, as well
as for all of our church members. Please
pray that God will continue to help us
remember why we are doing this. Ask that
we might fix our eyes on the glory of Christ
and the needs of a lost world over and
above our own desires and personal
comforts. Just as importantly, pray that God
blesses our efforts and that we will see
many more people come to know and love
Jesus as a result.

3

STEP UP

The only reason Grace City exists is because
under God, a small group of men and
women decided to put the kingdom of God
above personal preference and step out in
faith to start a new church. If you love this
church, have grown at this church, or have
been served by this church, then there is a
real sense in which it is because of the
sacrificial service of the men and women
who helped get it off the ground. Similarly
with starting a new service, I invite you to
step up and lean in as we enter this new
chapter of our life together. For some, this
will involve stepping up to lead whole
ministries, or perhaps a team within a
ministry or a community group. For others,
it might just mean starting to be more
regular and sacrificial in the service you
have already committed to. For still others,
it may be starting to serve for the first time.
Whatever your situation, I invite you to serve
hard over the next few months so that with
your help, many more people can have their
lives transformed to the glory of God.

2

HAVE FUN

Take the time to enjoy this transition. Enjoy
our last few months together as a small, one
gathering church. Equally, enjoy being a
part of our church as we take such a
significant step together. Not many people
get to be a part of doing something as
exciting as starting two new gatherings out
of one. Think of the new people that God is
going to bring into your life. Think of the
lives he is going to change through you.
Think of the new leadership opportunities
that are going to be created. Think of how in
five years time you’ll be able to look back
and say, ‘I was part of helping Grace City
make the transition to being a church that
reached thousands of people’. Enjoy it!

4

BE OPEN

Your most natural inclination when deciding
on which gathering to join might be to make
the decision based on what is most
convenient for you, either because the time
suits your lifestyle or because the people
attending are your friends. Can I encourage
you to consider making your decision based
on what is best for the kingdom of God? In a
perfect world, we would love to have half of
our current members join each gathering.
Realistically, we know it may not be that
neat but we might be in trouble if 90% of
people want to join the same gathering. So
please, be open to a conversation in which
we invite you to consider joining a gathering
that is not your first preference.

Tim Clemens

www.gracecity.com.au

